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TO ALL IT MAY CONCERN: 

ESSX poles do comply with the NFHS rules: 

Since the year 2000 all poles have a weight label in addition to a permanent engraved area located 
at the butt of the pole near the pole tip. Prior to the year 2000 ESSX poles did not exist. 

All ESSX vaulting poles will comply with the contrasting ring and viewable weight label NFHS rule. 
The ring with the ¾” bold type will be located 3-4” down from the top of the pole as an indicator of 
the start of the grip area. Grip area known throughout the industry as an area of 12” located below 
the top handhold ring and weight label. Our weight label will have the serial number of the pole 
within its info to support that the pole matches the permanent engraved portion of the pole.   

Any labels that will be replaced by ESSX will indicate the serial number of the pole. If the serial 
number located in the label does not match the permanent serial number of the pole the pole has 
been tampered with and should not be allowed to be used. The coach is responsible for 
maintaining the labels and during replacement is totally responsible for applying the label to the 
correct serial number pole.  A fee of $10.00 per label for replacement of the label may be imposed. 

All ESSX Poles are tested before shipping to their customers. The coach and the athlete are 
responsible for the care of the fiberglass pole, no company provides a warranty replacement for 
broken poles. 

Essx poles do fully meet and comply with any NFHS rules or interpretations.  
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